The prey-dependent consumption two-prey one-predator models with stage structure for the predator and impulsive effects.
In this paper, we consider the prey-dependent consumption two-prey one-predator models with stage structure for the predator and impulsive effects. By applying the Floquet theory of linear periodic impulsive equation, we show that there exists a globally asymptotically stable pest-eradication periodic solution when the impulsive period is less than some critical value, that is, the pest population can be eradicated totally. But from the point of ecological balance and saving resources, we only need to control the pest population under the economic threshold level instead of eradicating it totally, and thus, we further prove that the system is uniformly permanent if the impulsive period is larger than some critical value, and meanwhile we also give the conditions for the extinction of one of the two preys and permanence of the remaining species. Thus, we can use the stability of the positive periodic solution and its period to control insect pests at acceptably low levels. Considering population communities always are imbedded in periodically varying environments, and the parameters in ecosystem models may oscillate simultaneously with the periodically varying environments, we add a forcing term into the prey population's intrinsic growth rate. The resulting bifurcation diagrams show that with the varying of parameters, the system experiences process of cycles, periodic windows, periodic-doubling cascade, symmetry breaking bifurcation as well as chaos.